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What’s in the Box


	Ruger LC9s Pistol
	7-Round Magazine
	Finger Grip Extension Floorplate
	Gun Lock
	Spent Case
	Instruction Manual



 
                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            

The LC9s is a striker-fired version of the award-winning LC9 pistol. Like the LC9, the LC9s is a slim, lightweight, personal protection pistol that is chambered in 9mm Luger. The LC9s features a newly designed trigger mechanism with a short, light, crisp trigger pull that improves accuracy and performance.


The LC9s uses the same holsters, extended magazines, lasers and accessories as the rugged and reliable LC9 and features a blued, through-hardened alloy steel slide; a one-piece high-performance, glass-filled nylon grip frame with aggressive checkering; a grip extension magazine floorplate to improve handling; and a rapid acquisition, windage adjustable, 3-dot sight system.


Ruger LC9s Features


The compact, 17.2 oz. Ruger LC9s pistol has a 3.12” barrel, an overall length of 6”, a height of 4.5” and a slim 0.9” width. The compact frame and short trigger reach is designed to accommodate a wide range of hand sizes. The LC9s offers modern safety features such as an integrated trigger safety, manual safety, magazine disconnect, inert magazine for safe disassembly and a visual inspection port that allows for visual confirmation of a loaded or empty chamber. The LC9s ships with one 7-round magazine and a cable locking device.


	Striker-Fired: Striker-fired version of the award-winning LC9 has a short, light, crisp trigger pull for faster, more accurate shooting.
	Compact: Slim, lightweight and compact for personal protection, just slightly larger (less than 1 inch taller and 1 inch longer) than the popular and incredibly compact LCP.
	Rugged Construction: Features blued, through-hardened alloy steel slide and black, one-piece high-performance, glass-filled nylon grip frame.
	3-Dot Sight System: Dovetailed, high-visibility 3-dot sight system with windage-adjustable rear sight and fixed front sight.
	Checkered Grip: Checkered grip frame provides a secure and comfortable grip.
	Finger Grip Extension Floorplate: Can be added to the magazine for comfort and grip.
	Safety Features: Safety features include integrated trigger safety, manual safety, magazine disconnect, inert magazine for safe disassembly and a visual inspection port that allows for visual confirmation of a loaded or empty chamber.
	Also Includes: one 7-round magazine.




                                        

                                        
                                        
										
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                             
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Firearm Specifications

                                

                                
                                    

	Manufacturer: Ruger
	Model: LC9s
	Slide Material: Through-Hardened Alloy Steel
	Slide Finish: Blued
	Barrel Material: Alloy Steel
	Barrel Finish: Blued
	Barrel Length: 3.12”
	Length: 6.00”
	Width: 0.90”
	Height: 4.50”
	Weight: 17.20 oz.
	Sights: Adjustable 3-Dot
	Capacity: 7+1
	Grip Frame: Black  High Performance  Glass-Filled Nylon
	Twist: 1:10” RH
	Grooves: 6
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                (5 out of 5)
                
				Ruger LC9s Purchase
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	John
                   	 
                    from 
                    South Portland, ME 
                    on 
                    December 12, 2020
               	
			

			
				Ive been shopping around in my home state/area southern Maine for the past month or more for a good and affordable 9 mm semi pistol.  I found Sportsman during a google search and ordered the Ruger LC9s and some 9 mm ammo.  I had the gun sent to my local Cabelas for pickup.  It was here approx 2 weeks after my order and I was able to do the gun check and pickup within 30 min at Cabelas.  I was soooo pleased for such quick response, especially considering how difficult its been to purchase any sort of firearm.  Ive taken the gun out to the local shooting range a couple of times and have been very pleased by the guns performance.  I am so impressed by Sportsmans Outdoors!!!  Ill be shopping there again!!!  John C

				
				
			

		

        
        
			
            	
            	
                
                
                
                
                
                
                (4 out of 5)
                
				Good little gun
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	PATRICK
                   	 
                    from 
                    Phoenix, AZ 
                    on 
                    March 18, 2019
               	
			

			
				Great little 9mm. Conceals well, feels good. Only things I didn’t like was the take down pin being the way to take it apart, the magazine disconnect and the manual safety would come off without me knowing, while wearing. Those could be reasons to carry something else to some ppl though.
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				Vast trigger improvement!
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Ed
                   	 
                    from 
                    Somerville, TN 
                    on 
                    August 24, 2018
               	
			

			
				Won't get into why, but I own 3 Ruger LCs LC.380, LC 9, and LC 9s. I own a number of firearms and have been shooting since my great grandfather taught me when I was 9 - in 1952 For a reasonably accurate CCW weapon, this is undoubtedly a winner. I have no problem with any of the LCs except for looooong trigger pulls. The LC9s trigger set up is so superior, my other LC9 has been relegated to staying under my dashboard via a magnet. Although I do prefer .40 cal. over the 9mm and also carry a S&W Shield .40 when I can, the Ruger, albeit the same size has a rounded corner design that makes it a better carry as the design is perfect for a cargo pant/or short pocket without printing. The LC 380 was my late wife's and it is now my daughters. Everyone in this household has a CCW.
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				Awesome little gun! 
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Carey
                   	 
                    from 
                    Brunswick, GA 
                    on 
                    May 30, 2018
               	
			

			
				Shoots great. Very little kick. Smooth pull. Like it so much I'm now a Ruger devotee.

				
				
			

		

        
        
			
            	
            	
                
                
                
                
                
                
                (5 out of 5)
                
				Great gun
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Carey
                   	 
                    from 
                    Brunswick, GA 
                    on 
                    February 18, 2018
               	
			

			
				Got this gun because my Taurus is under factory recall with an undetermined return date. I absolutely love the weight, the look and most importantly the handling. I actually like it far better than my Taurus Millennium. Due to the horrid customer service I have endured during my handgun recall, and how extremely satisfied I am with this purchase, I am now a Ruger loyal. In fact, I have been researching ARs, and because of this experience, I purchased a Ruger rifle.

				
				
			

		

        
        
			
            	
            	
                
                
                
                
                
                
                (5 out of 5)
                
				Ruger LC9s pistol
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Debra Willey
                   	 
                    from 
                    Fort Mill, SC 
                    on 
                    November 26, 2017
               	
			

			
				Great features. reliable pistol.
Fast delivery, smooth transaction. Love the free shipping!
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				Ruger LC9s pistol
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Debra Willey
                   	 
                    from 
                    Fort Mill, SC 
                    on 
                    September 28, 2017
               	
			

			
				Quick shipment and very happy with purchased price.
Can't wait to shoot a few rounds at a range!!!
Would buy again.
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				LC9s Great Price
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	D
                   	 
                    from 
                    , NC 
                    on 
                    May 11, 2017
               	
			

			
				GREAT PRICE LC9S! I searched around on the net found a few places that had the same handgun but $30 or more for shipping plus taxes ... Great little 9mm now I got my eye on the M&P 9 Shield ...
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				My First Striker Fire
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Carson 
                   	 
                    from 
                    Bismarck, North Dakota  
                    on 
                    May 1, 2017
               	
			

			
				I already have the Ruger LC380 and really enjoy the way it performs. Then I tried the LC9s at my local indoor range and fell in love with it immediately. It's basically the exact same gun in feel and weight, but oh what a difference. Given that I have arthritis in my right hand trigger finger, of course the striker fire is SO much better for me. It's just a NICE NICE gun. My new carry gun to be sure.
Delivery was spot on when FedEx said it would be. I have several friends looking at your site for their next toy.
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				Replaced my old LC9 with this one.
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Ron
                   	 
                    from 
                    Crowley, Louisiana 
                    on 
                    January 15, 2017
               	
			

			
				Much better trigger pull than my old LC9. Even though it was in stock, SOSS took several days to ship. Finally shipped after I sent a email asking when it was going to ship. I would still buy my next gun from SOSS. Best prices around...!!!
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				Easy smooth transaction
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Phil
                   	 
                    from 
                    Charlotte, NC 
                    on 
                    November 29, 2016
               	
			

			
				I highly recommend this Web site for its processing my order and shipping my order promptly. And would recommend it to my friends.
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				Great Value
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	David
                   	 
                    from 
                    Haddonfield, New Jersey 
                    on 
                    August 8, 2016
               	
			

			
				This is a light pistol; therefore the kick is a little harsh.  The performance has been very reliable and continues to perform after 1,000 rounds.  Lately I've had a few stovepipes, but it could be the cleaning fluid I switched to.  In any case, it doesn't happen enough to be a great concern.  For the money, a great value
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				Great gun
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Andrew Darst
                   	 
                    from 
                    everton, MO 
                    on 
                    February 13, 2015
               	
			

			
				Perfect ccw handgun. Have shot 70 round through it with absolutely no issues! Trigger pull is awesome and gun is very accurate! Custumer service was great! Delivery very fast!
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				Ruger LC9s
			

			
				
                	by 
                    
                    	Tom
                   	 
                    from 
                    Milford, MI 
                    on 
                    February 10, 2015
               	
			

			
				This is my second LC9, I had the original LC9 hammer fired and really liked that handgun. BUT, I didn't like the trigger!!! But the LC9s striker fired is so much better!! The trigger is a 100% improvement over the original.. 



Fast service!! Ordered in the morning, handgun was shipped same day!!



Great gun..... Great service!!!!
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                    While every effort is made to include accurate and correct images, descriptions and pricing for all products, inadvertent errors may occur. Sportsman's Outdoor Superstore reserves the right to modify or change pricing information or descriptions without notice. If you have a question about an item, please call or e-mail for more information before placing your order.
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